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A

IS EXPECTEB

BIG BATTLE

THE LOYAL TROOPS

WILL TRY

HARD TO HOLD ON TO
TORREON.

IN THE CAUSE
PROVISIONAL
WAR

OF

HUMANITY

SECRETARY

OF

URGES INSURRECTOS
TO BE HUMANE.

PEOPLE ARE

ENGAGE

FOR HIM

RIOT

loss.
Will Board Transport.
Refugee
Washington. May fO. Uprisings
are becoming general In southern
Tamaulipas. northern Vera Cruz, and
the eastern part of San Luis Hotosi.
all in the eastern part of Mexico,
according to state department re
ports today. Fighting is reported
at Xicotancatl, Tacanhultz, Gomel
Farias, where a number are reported
killed, and Ocampo. Other bands are
reported operating at San Dieguitp.
Although the official reports de
clare that only 2,000 are engaged li
the battle of Tlahualilo, Duxango, tin
battle is being hard fought. Th
rebels have renewed their activities
at Tres Marias, Morelos. Consider
able excitement prevails at Salina
Cruz, and the state department is informed that 100 refugees will board
the army transport Buford when It
arrives
there. A similar numbei
probably will board at Acapulco and
Mazanillo and about 20 at San Bias
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POLICE
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ARE
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GREETED

REPRESENTS
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HAS A SHOW

Washington, May
at noon.
Considered

10.

A

TYPE

18
IT IS HIS BELIEF THAT HE
THE ONLY CANDIDATE WHO

TOOAY IN CONGRESS.

8HOWER OF BRICKS
BUT END THE TROUBLE

TO WIN

Senate: Met

New York, May 10. The Roosevelt
committee today gave out the followtion.
ing copy of a letter from Colonel
Interstate commerce commission Theodore Roosevelt to R. A. Caswell,
reported favorably on Senator Clapp's Minneapolis:
bill of lading measure.
"New York, May 10, 1912.
House: Met at noon.
Rebels Urge Humane Warfare.
R.
A. Caswell, chairman of
"Hon.
Resumed consideration of legislaJuarez. Mex., May 10, Paocual
Roosevelt committee and clerk
the
tive, executive and judicial appropriaSr., father of the rebel miliof the supreme court? Minneapolis,
tions bill.
tary chief, today issued a proclamaMinnesota:
Judiciary committee continued its
tion as secretary of war in the cabi"I wish it had been possible for
hearing on charges
net of the provisional president, Em-lliagainst Com- me to
go again to Minnesota. Unformerce
Court Judge Archibald.
Vasquez Gomez, urging all rebel
tunately it is physdcally impossible.
chiefs to the "strictest observation
"Nine states have now held presiof the laws of war as recognized by
dential primaries, or their equlval-eNO DEARTH OF MEN
all civilized countries."
North Dakota, Wisconsin, IlliThe proclamation is made at the
Orenois, Pennsylvania, Nebraska,
direction of Gomez and though no
gon, New Hampshire, Massachusetts
WHO WOULD SERVE and Maryland. These states, the only
advices have come from General Pas- qual Orozco as yet to signify his apones in which there has been a free
proval of the executive authority as
chance for the expression of the popsumed by Gomez recently, it is conTHERE ARE 200 CANDIDATES FOR ular will, are to be represented by
BISHOPS OF THE METHO-DIS256 delegates in the Chicago convensidered likely that whatever else
Orozco may repudiate he will not
CHURCH.
tion.
"Forty of these delegates are Inon
Two
structed
Minn.,
1Q.
,
lor President Taft and 216
Five)
Minneapolis,
May
Page
(Continued
leading ques&tfs before the quad are aguiiuit liiut. He has carried bat
rennial conference of the Methodist two of the nine states New HampEpiscopal church, which is in session shire and Massachusetts while in
PEOPLE GETTING- OUT
here, probably will be decided late Massachusetts the Roosevelt delegates
today when meetings of the epfsco-pac- at large were elected by over twice
committee and the committee the majority which Mr. Taft obtained
OF LOUISIANA TOWN
which is deciding the fate of the on preferential vote.
"In al the nine states together
famous "paragraph 260" of the church
about
three out of every four of the
NEW ROADS IS IN MOMENTARY
will
held.
The latter
be
discipline,
FEAR OF BEING WASHED
Villa.
paragraph deals with the amusement republicans who voted at the prima
ries were against Mr. Taft. If prima
OUT OF EXISTENCE.
"On Wednesday we heard that a
question.
could be held in all the states
ries
detachment of 1,000 rebels were adthe
week
last
the episco
During
New Roads, La., May 10 Panic
pacy committee, which practically de- there would undoubtedly be no sub
vancing on us, and we organized a
column which went by railroad under reigned in New Roau today. Fear of
cides the high elective positions of stantial variation from these figures,
General Rabago. To cut off retreat Flood waters that crept upon the
the church in that it names the num and Mr. Taft could by no possibility
was
north
breaks
from
levee
we sent overland volunteer and regu- town
ber of bishops to be chosen, has been have 200 votes in ithe Chicago convention.
that
nearly
Villa
of
from
the
force
reports
by
lar cavalry
heightened
holding executive sessions. At a
"Mr. Taft's chance of renominatioa
They arrived about 6 o'clock Thurs dikes were weakening. A general
(Which,
meeting Wednesday night
lies
Hurt
Miners
solely in securing at Chicago
and
children
women
began.
Fatally
of
lasted until early Thursday morning,
day morning, and immediately attack exodus
not
in the
St. Iuis, May 10. One man was it is said the committee deadlocked delegates
primary
ed the rebels. As the fight became Flood waters from breaches in the
se- others
in
but
three
and
the
states,
convention
have
injured
that
fatally
already
more intense, General Rabago arriv- Mississippi levees
on 'the number of bishops which
not in the not in the pried and flanked the rebels. He hat carrled suffering to thousands ot riously hurt in a revolver ngnt
should be retired t the present ses-sl- delegates
900
at
Benld,
miners
but in the convention
in
states,
mary
by
continue tOtlcipated
of Louisiana,
with him artillery and machine guns
"Stand patters" in the organiza
h
to
a
where
states,
111.,
long
according
delegates are chosen
now
today,
town,
this
com
and
The fight lasted six hours. We
creep southward
it is said, favoring the retire
The trou- - tion,
under the old sytsem, and even in
message.
telephone
isjtance
country,
losses
Our
its
outlying
routed
the
rich,
army.
ment of only a few, while the "insur
Dletely
those states he can only get them
ble occurred at the Superior Coal
were seven killed and two wounded.' t.hreatened.
gents" urged the retirement of a where the state is ruled
a
to
due
was
mine
and
by a boss.
company's
in
tnis
territory
fo
was
All people living
Communication
interrupted
number.
After a prolonged experience of
as to whether the men large
disagreement
to
flee.
Many,
warned
been
minutes.
have
few
a
At an unannounced meeting held me as
shuld go to work.
president practically all of the
"A telegram has just been brought however, declare they will not abanit is said, practically it big bosses in the
450 miners from Gillespie, who yesterday,
As
republican party
at
government
City,
Aubert
homes.
don their
to me from General Trucy
one bishop dislike me so
worked in mine No. 3, were about to was decided that but
heartily that they opCuatro Cienegas which says the reb and state relief officials are prepar enter the
and
four
should
be
only
of should retire
mine, a like number
posed Mr. Taft's nomination because
el Chief Salazar was
completely ing for a hard campaign of rescue
elected, and one of these may be a I favored it They were afraid that
work
Benld
and
who
in
live
miners,
routed, and Is running away in the work. Boats are being gathered here in mine No. 2, threatened them if missionary bishop. There are approxi- Mr. Taft would give them the same
direction of Sierra Mojada,'" sa'd and crews are being drilled.
200 candidates
for bishop. kind of trouble that I
gave them.
they entered the mine. First, shots mately
It seems only a matter of a few were fired into the air and later into Four bishops have died since the con
General Huerta.
"After
three
and
a half ex
years
Couriers from the advance guard, hours before this entire territory will the crowds of miners. The sains ference at Baltimore and if this plan perience of Mr. Taft since he has
to
at this juncture, arrived, according to be inundated just as the country
forces fought yesterday with clubs is followed, the church will have one been elected, these same rjen have
General Huerta, and informed him the north has been. This means the and one miner suffered a broken arm less bishop than four years ago.
turned around and heartily favor his
that the federal outposts were In pos- state and the government will have All in the fight are foreigners.
If the committee report is complet renomination. They were
opposed to
Central
to care for thousands more homeless
session of the P.'oM'-aed at the meeting tonight, it probably me four years ago as they are oproad up to within 12 miles of i',eima-Jill- and that the people of Louisiana
will be presented to the conference posed to me now. They were opposmust bear additional loss before the SIR MELBOURNE TAIT HONORED tomorrow and the balloting, on bish ed to Mr. Taft four years ago when
Montreal, May 10. At a special ops will be begun Monday or Tues
flood waters have turned back.
fhey had not tried him as president
of McGill University this
convocation
is
water
flood
coming
the
of
Most
and they heartily support him now.
Armies Fear Each Other.
day.
in the levee at afternoon, attended by many leading
"These men include, for instance,
Escalon, May 10. The two armies from the great break
This breach is 3,000 feet citizens and prominent representaMr. Ballnger in New
fearing each other held their posi- Torras.
Hampshire,
with tives of the bench and bar, 'he honMr. Aldrich in Rhode Tsland, Mr
tions today without resumption of wide. Water pours through it
was
of
of
laws
new
doctor
A
race.
orary
COMMITTEE
degree
mill
RAILWAY
Penrose in Pennsylvania, Mr. Kealin?
the fighting. General Orozco will the speed of a
it was conferred upon Sir Melbourne Tait,
in Indiana, Mr. Lorlmer in Illinois,
leave before noon for the front. Gen- menace showed today when
of hun- the retiring chief justice of the su
carcasses
Messrs, Guggenheim and Evans in
A
eral Salazar will join him late today discovered that
HEARING
OOLDING
dreds of animals were floating in perior court of Quebec.
Mr. Ca"hourn
Colorado,
rom Sierra Mojada.
and the
the backwater between Now Roads
Southern Pacific railway crowd in
Without a decision the first
burFEDERALS BEAT REBELS.
and the Amalgamated
OFFICIALS California,
NUMEROUS TRAFFIC
encounter between the reb- and Torras. They can neither be
authorihealth
The
nor
ied
ate
burned.
May 20. A
Asuncion, Paraguay,
jCopper crowd in Montana, and in your
ARE ARGUING AGAINST THE
the federals between Conejos
own state they include Mr. Smith
THREE-CENand TtWreon, took place yesterday ties were afraid they will bring dis- force of government troops today deFARE
feated a large revolutionary army
near TlahiHo. Both sides retired ease.
and Mr. Tawney. The fight is a na- under the command of the former
after some 0urs of stiff fighting,!
Santa Fe, N. M., May 10. The rail- tion wide fight of the plain people
conducted for tne most part at long
president of the republic, Colonel Al- - way committee of the senate is hold- against the bosses.
Heavy Property Loss.
' vino
town
10
"There Is Just one candidate whom
The
Jara, in the neighborhood of the ing an important meeting today. Some
range. Liberal defg report the capNatchez, Miss., May
ture of 15 prisoner. The federal loss of Vldalla, La., was flooded today Tfbicuary. The government troops of the moat prominent men in the it is possible to nominate against the
is believed to be havy. The rebel by water rushing through a new were commanded by the minister of railway circles of the southwest are 'bosses and that is myself. Every
loss was 25.
break in the Mississippi river levee. war and started from here on April here to appear before the committee. vote for every other candidate from
rate now on Is in reality a vote for Mr.
The rebel leaders estimated the Water four to six feet deep inundat- 5, to meet the rebels who were ad- They are opposing the three-cen- t
Villa Encarnacion bill. The committee on judicial-)-' is Taft. The fight Is against the bosses
from
number of the enemy at 2,000.
ed the Itown. Women and children vancing
hree
panic stricken soldiers were are being, brought to Natchez. The about 170 miles to the southeast of holding a public meeting this after- In Minnesota, as it Is everywhere
else. A vote for Mr. Taft is a vote
noon on the medical bill.
the capital.
disarmed because of their flight from property loss will be heavy.

El Paso, Tex., May 10. The Mexl
can federal army has repulsed the
rebel advance guard of General Or
skirmishes are In
ozco and sharp
progress today, preliminary to what
is expected to be the most decisive
battle of the present revolution.
Nearly 15,000 men are engaged on
both sides and the objective point
of the rebels Is Torrepn, the railroad
Mexico. The
gateway of northern
federate are protecting the city from
all sidds- it drew
The povernirJnt cWims
9d yesjerday,
killing 90
Aising bilt seven men,
tm seeral wounoed. From a
on the desert 60 myieB north
enerai victonaino Huer- Ider of theHMral army
transmlt- file report of military
the last 24 hours,
talked enthusiasti- t0 eqll battle. "Yester- i..ml
J
oral Rabaeo com- rohola nt 7,n.rn- pletely
tosa anti ing pen ll0tn near Tor
w,
rne
reon,"
ft ti Huerta.
rebels rast 90iresa and many wounded, while our loss was seven dead
and a few wounded. The rebels were
driven back In hasty flight and were
pursued by cavalry under General

Scranton, Pa., May 10 The Cayu
ga breaker of the Delaware, Lacka
wanna and Western company in
North Scranton formed the back
ground of a riotous demonstration to
day. Foreign workers were leaders
among the crowd of. 2,000 men and
boys that settled near the breaker to
keep away men who were going to
do the necessary work. They defied
the police, who, an hour before, had
!ieen hurried from every city station
on notice from the mine officials that
trouble was threatened.
The idle workers broke through
the ipolice
lines, rushed the fire
rooms and dragged out men, turning
them over to otliers who beat them
and threw them aside.
State police on duty all night at
the Leggett's Creek mine, a mile
the police and
awaya,
charged the mob. Bricks, stones and
clubs were thrown and the officers
drew their guns and began to forCe
ilicrowa back. Some shots wre
fired by 1fhe police a- - Policemen Peter Murker and Louis Uavis fell, botn
heads from cobblewith battered
stones.
The state troopers then rode into
the crowd, firing their revolvers.
Mike Flacka and another foreigner
dropped, the former shot through the
abdomen, the latter in the leg. The
crowd then broke and ran and the
oolice combined to drive them on
the houses. Two men ana a halt
dozen women were arrested. William
Uttlejohn, going to fire duty at the
roggntt't Creek mine, was badly
beaten by women.
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CITY EDITION.

ROOSEVELT SAYS

SCRANIONM INERS

-

Laiy Men

10, 1812.

MAY

APPROPRIATION BILL PA8SES
Washington, May 10. The house
today passed the legislative, executive and judicial appropriation bill
133,782,854, an increase of
carrying
A
the totals carried in
over
$263,260
the measure when it was reported to
the house. The principal item of increase was the appropriation for the
San Franciseo, New Orleans and Carson, Nevada, mints, and for assay ofTHEY CHARGE A BREAKER AND fices at Botae, Idaho; Charlotte, N. DECLARES HE WOULD BE SURE
TO WIN IF EVERYBODY HAD
DRAG WORKMEN OUT INTO
C, Deadwood, 8. D., Helena, Mont.,
A VOTE
re
The
house
Lake.
and
Seattle
gait
THE OPEN.
fused to accept the provision abolish
ing those offices.
ARE AGAINST
HIN
BEAT THEIR CAPTIVES BADLY
The house reversed its previous ao BOSSES
tion not tin crease from $1S,000 to
S2O.0Q0
the salaries of the private THE FORMER PRESIDENT SAYS
THEN THROW THEM ASIDE AND
secretaries V the
representatives
HIS OLD TIME ENEMIE8 ARE
LOOK ABOUT FOR MORE
The increase would aggregate $216,-00FIGHTING HARD
TROUBLE.
a year. S

Salazars rolumnand the dissemina
tton of a story that the command of
the general had been routed with
enormous loss. Salazar claims he
did encounter a heavy force of federals near Carmen, about half way between Cuatro Clienegas
and Monclove, but says he retired
without

ADVANCE

FRIDAY,

1

for the bosses; it la a vote for Lori
for Balinger, and for all the rest of
for Gallinger, and for all the rest ot
them; and it is a vote for these men
whether it is cast in Minnesota or
in Massachusetts, or in Ohio, or New
Jersey or California.
"I became a candidate only when
I became convinced that no
other
progressive candidate could by any
possibility be nominated against Mr
Taft. The contest has gone so far IF PRESIDENTS DELEGATES ARE
as to make it now evident that 1
IN
ELECTED
CALIFORNIA
certainly can be nominated against Mr.
TROUBLE WILL OCCUR
Taft and that either I shall be nominated or else a reactionary will be
nominated.
TO SIGN
PLEBGES
FAILEO
"It Is also evident that not only
every progressive republican but evIN CASE OF THEIR
8ELECTION
ery man who believes in decency and
BE
THUS
WOULD
THEY
honesty in politics, who Is against
FREE LANCES
boss rule and for the genuine rule of
the people and Is for the elimination
of special privilege and for efficient
endeavor to secure social and indus- ROOSEVELTERS SERVE NOTICE
trial justice, can achieve his purpose
only by supporting my candidacy.
FOR
INFORM THE OPPOSITION
"My personal Interest is of no concern
CES THEY INTEND TO MAKE
one way or the other, hut It happens
BITTER FIGHT
that at this time I typify and embody
cause
the great
which can only be
furthered hy supporting me. Almost
San Francisco, May 10. The fail
everywhere I hare been able to ap- ure of the Taft delegates in Califor
pear personally in this campaign and nia to
sign the preference and dele
fight the bosses we have beaten them
an exceea- and I ask that Minnesota stand be gates' pledges promises
Roosevelt
side Oregon and Illinois, Pennsylva ingly complex situation.
nia and Nebraska, Maine, Kansas and supporters already have planned to
Maryland In this fight.
contest the right of the delegates,
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
should they be elected.
Both sides are agreed that the
STEEL TOOK RAPID
Taft delegates had a legal right to
omit signing the pledges inasmuch
RISE UNDER TRUST as both pledges, under the law, ar
optional hut not obligatory. Rooseleaders declare the purpose of
EVIDENCE IN GOVERNMENT SUIT velt
was to. have some stragaction
the
SHOWS HOW PRICE8 WERE
Taft in the event that
votes
for
gling
INCREASED.
carried the majority of the
Roosevelt
New York, May 10. In the governdistrict. Had they signed the pledg
ment's suit to dissolve the United
would nave been obliged to
States steel corporation the evidence es, they
vote for Roosevelt, as the delegates
today tended to show the American
binds them "to support that
Steel and Wire company's participa pledge
candidate who shall have received
tion in the Jackson pools. That it
the highest number of votes cast
would include alleged letters lndlcat
throughout the state."
president
ing that James A. Fan-elFrom headquarters courts
of the United States Steel corporathat any attempt to seat the
tion and formerly president of the
districts
delegates from scattering
United States Steel Products com- will be contested on the ground that
pany, was aware that the wirS com- the Taft men are not delegates from
pany was a member of the pools, any particular district but delegates-at-largwas declared.
Testimony was first given today to
show the course of the prices of wire
products, steel rails, steel beams, tin
plates, etc., before and after the for- MUST
BE RESIDENT
mation of the United States Steel
A. L
1901.
corporation In April,
Findley, editor of an iron and steel
TO HOLD OFFICE
trade paper, was called to testify as
to the range of prices from 1898 to
1911.
Steel rails, for instance, he
RESENATE PASSES MEASURE
said In November, 1898, were $16.bO
OF
GARDING APPOINTMENT
a ton; in November, 1899, $35.00; in
STATE EMPLOYES
September, 1900, $26.00; in December, 1901, $18.00; since which date
Santa Fe. N. M May 10. The sen
they have not varied The price of ate this morning passed Senate Bill
steel rails, the government contends, No. 90,
requiring all appointees to
was permanently fixed at $28
by office to have been residents for at
agreement among manufacturers at least two years in the state. It also
the time the steel corporation was passed senate substitute for Senate
formed.
Bill No. 117, the public drinking cup
On
counsel for bill.
the defense brought out that during
The committees reported a number
the last few years sTeel prices had of other bills. The judiciary comdeclined and as a general rule were mittee reported substittue for House
lower now than when the corporation Bill No. 30, to abolish houses of ill
was formed. Judge Dickinson then fame by injunction. The senate adcalled Frank J. Newbury of John a journed until 3 o'olock Monday. Barth,
Roebling's Sons company, who repre Aldrich, Mabry and Walton, all dem
sented his company in the rubber ocrats, were excused from attendance
overed wire, the lea.or encased rub- until Thursday. They are going to
ber cable and weather proof and the Clovis convention. Senator Mc
magnet wire association. Price fix- Coy complained that his resolution
ing allotments of business among the for statewide prohibition was being
members, guarantee funds and penal- held op by Ithe judiciary committee.
ties for violation of rules were all He asked that it be reported next
features of the operation of these week.
pools, the witness testified.

CHALLENGES FDR
THE

TAFT

MEN

I

l,

UNITE CHURCH SOCIETIES.
Toronto, Can.. May 10. A great
organization which is to embrace in
its membership the laymen's societies of all the evangelical denomina
tions of Canada is expected to re
suit from a three days' conference
which opened in this city today. Tr
new organization is to be named the
of Canada
Brotherhood Federation
and will have for its chief objects thrf
fostering of worthy ideals of citizen
ship and the promotion and develoj-men- t
of men's Christian
organizations- throughout Canada. A delegationof more than one hundred rep
resentatives of the Federated Brotherhoods of England will reach To
ronto tomorrow and will participate
In the meetings of the conference to
morrow night and Sunday.

DOLLOMAN

FILES SUIT

AGAINST JUDGE L1EB
WOULD OBTAIN THE OFFICE OF
THAT OFFICIAL, CLAIMING
FRAUDS

Santa Fe, N. M., May 10. Reed
Holloman today filed a contest suit
against John Lieb for the office of
judge of the Eighth district, alleging
L
election frauds in the Clayton
Suit was filed in the state supreme court. Lieb was declared
elected by 45 votes. The chief contention of Holloman is that a deputy
sheriff intimated the voters at the
sheriff intimidated the voters at th
pre-clnc-

x.

I

H

;

TWO
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CURRY

UNO FALL

FOR NATIONAL
PARK
WOULD

RESERVE
TO BE
ME8CACER0.

ESTABLISH

NEAR ENGLE
CALLED

DAM

Santa Fe, N. M., Ma;- 10. Senator
Fall of New Mexico yesterday In
congress In traduced bills to create
a national park from lands in New
Mexico adjacent to the Engle dam
and storage reservoir, and appropri
ating $2,000 for a senator um for U
treatment and care of tubercular
The same bill has been In
troduced in the house by Congress
man Curry.
Dr. Hewett Goes to England as Dele
gate.
The School of American Archael
ogy is in receipt of a certificate un
der seal of the department of state,
naming its director, or. Edgar L.
Hewett as delegate of the United
States government to the meeting
of the International Congress of
Americanltes to be held In London
May 27 to June 1. Dr. and Mrs. Hewett will sal) for England on the
Maurentania, May 22.
Mica Corporation,
,
Articles of incorporation Were filed
this morning with the state .orpora-tiocommission by the "Mica corporation" a company that expects to
do a general telephone, telegraph,
water rights, lighting and real estate
business with offices at Tree Pledras,
Rio Arriba county, under the charge
of E. C. Oeborn, statutory agent. The
concern is capitalized at $3,000, divided into 300 shares worth $10 each
at par. The company will begin business on $2,000. The names of the
their postoffice adincorporators,
dresses and the number of shares
subscribed by each follows: E. C.
Osborn, Tree Piedras, 100 shares; A.
Ia. Osborn, Denver, 90 shares;
M. A.
Calhoun, Denver, '0 shares.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received this morning In the office of
State Treasurer O. N. Marron: Nestor C. do Baca, treasurer cf Union
county, taxes, $707.46; Solomon San- -

n

ches, treasurer of Oaudalupe county,
taxes, $400.(8; Vincent e Jam mi Ik).
Rio Arriba county, taxes, $256.47; M.
B, Jones,
treasurer of Roosevelt
county, taxes, $349.73; Celso Lopez,
treasurer of Santa Fe county, taxes,
$176.91; Max H. Montoya, treasurer
of Socorro county, taxes, $131.05;
John P. Taylor, treasurer of Curry
Thomas P.
county taxes, $575-46- ;
Gable, game and fish warden, game
John W.
fund,
$3.60;
protection
March, land commissioner, salary
fund, $62.49.
Supreme Court
The state supreme court met yesterday afternoon with Judges Roberts, Hanna and Parker present, and
Clerk Jose D. Sena in attendance.
The following cases were submitted
on briefs after which the court ad
journed until 10 o'clock 'oday.
Case No. 1463, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Enos R. Hart,
appellant.
Case No. 1464, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Tnomas M. Davenport, appellant.
Recent Decisions by State Supreme
Court.

Natural Water Course Defined.
Case No. 1460. The Jacquez Ditch
company, et al, appellants, vs. Senor
Garcia, et al, appellees. Appeal from
the district court of San Juan county.
This cause was reversed on the
ground that the trial court erred in
Its definition of a natural
water
course, and was remanded for further
proceedings in conformity with tots
opinion. Opinion by District Judge
H. F. Raynolds, Judges Roberts and
Parker concurring. Judge Hanna not
The syllabus for the
participating.
case reads:
Where the question involved was
whether a certain arroyo was or was
not a natural water course, and the
court below found "that the arroyo
was not a permanent
or natural
stream or water course in which water runs during the entire year, being a dry arroyo carrying only such
water as may be designated as surface or flood waters," and dismissed
the cause on this ground: Held error.
Where surface water In a hilly region of high bluffs seeks an outlet
through a gorge or ravine during the
rainy season and by its flow assumes
a definite and natural channel, and
such has always been the case so far
as the memory of man runs, such accustomed channel through which the
water flows possesses the attributes

KINfi HOI

of a natural water course. The flow
of the water need not be continuous,
and the size of the stream Is immaterial.
Common
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FROM JINGLES
We want a lot of Jingles for a book.

$1000.00 will be paid for suitable
Plenty of fun for Girls, Boys, Women and Men.
FINISH THIS JINGLE

COMPLETE JINGLE

Al in eximpk only.)
Little Jack Homer, so the story goes,
Sitting in the corner, what do you suppose,
Din't hare plum pudding, 6in cry for pies,
Had a bowl of Toatties of enormoua tire.

j a
If 4
a

meet a body coming thfu (he cofn
a
on a sonny mofn
nice and
gwee,
te,j

,

FM in this line, mentioning Toasties and write plainly."

Sign here

Name

Date

Street and Number

Stete

City

Cut out this Coupon and mail to
Jingle Dept. 300. PbSTUM CEREAL CO.. LTD.. BATTLE CREEK. MICH.
We will buy 50 Pott Toasties Jingles, acceptable
for use in a Jingle Book, received during May, 1912,
at S20 each.
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used.
There will be 50 Jinglet purchased and the
names and addresses of the writers will be printed
and mailed to each enquirer who sends us a lc stamped and addressed envelope for return.
The Jingles will be judged honestly upon merit
so if you are a sensitive person and not a good sportsman don't try, for we have no time to "pet up" those
whose ingles are not accepted.

Pill in the missing line of the incomplete

Letters recently received from Mr.
Wm. Dehlin, 924 Coeur D"Alene St,
Couer D'Alene, Idaho, and Miss Una
ueues, Sevastopol, Calif., are but a
few of thousands showing the esteem
in which Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
is held. It is mild, gentle,

fr-Ttrr-

There are two dangerous

u

one
kinds of stockings
that is patched and darned
until it becomes a torture
to walk on; the other that
is made of yarn so tough
and coarse that one might
as well be walking on wire.
The public is no longer
content to buy sox and
stockings that will merely
wear well. Guaranteed
hosiery must be comfortable and stylish also.

g

ffMUH

not violent, like salts or cathartics.
It cures gradually and pleasantly so
that in time nature again does its own
work without outside aid. Constipated people owe it to themselves to use
this grand bowel specific.
Any one wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at 50 cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell. 406
Washington, St., Monticello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal card

mmrnm

TnTiShaettfiote,
alii aklD!DSu3aaJ

will do.

J.

NEW

MEXICO

IS

a Good Roads Philar
throplst.
One hundred sign posts donated by
J. A. Mahoney are being put up on
the various roads leading into Den
ing. Several have been sent to Man
McDermott at Faywood, he
ager
agreeing to set the same up on roads
in that vicinity. Local automobllist
are putting them up on all roads SUPPORTERS OF THE SPEAKER
SAY HE WILL BE ENDORSED
around Doming. The new road north
AT STATE CONVENTION.
of Deming to Carne has already been
posted. S. B. Rhea, road supervisor,
reports that he has constructed the; Santa Fe, N. M, May 10. That
connecting link in the north road to the democratic delegation to the national convention from this state will
Carne.
be Instructed by the state convention
to support Champ Clark as democratFEW WILL SEEK CONTRACTS
Leavenworth, Kan., May 10. hTe ic presidential candidate, is the in
mnks of organized baseball will re formation given out here today by
ceive a new recruit tomorrow, when the Clark headquarters, in charge of
the Federal Prison league will begin James W. Norment, secretary; J. D.
its first championshiip season. The Hand being state manager.
Mr. Norment says that out of 311
league comprises three teams, each
of which Is made up exclusively' a delegates who will sit In the conven
inmates of the federal prison hew tion at Clovis on the 14th of this
There ia a white team, an Indlai month, 231 are absolutely for Mr.
team and a negro team. A regula- Clark, and that very
likely the re
tion field has been laid out within turns from several other
county con
the prison enclosure. A gvandstanl ventions will add twenty.five more
has been built for the accommodation to this number. The
delegates to th
of the prison officials,
guards and state convention
from Bernalillo
their families. On the opposite of the county and Colfax
county, Mr. Nor
field are bleachers for the convict ment
says, are not instructed. Dona
fans. The three teams have been Ana county and Rio
Arriba county
practicing daily for several weeks and held their conventions yesterday ani
the managers are reported as optimis the' result is not
known. It is believed
tic over he outlook for a close pen- that Dona Ana
will be for Mr.
nant race. A good attendance is as Clark whether county
instructed or not. Rio
sured for the early part of the sea- Arriba
probably will be for Mr. Har
son, but force of circumstances may mon.
The eight delegates from Lincause it to diminshi later. All pris- coln
are not instructed, but
oners have been given season tickets, Mr. county
Norment says that he believed
entitling them to attend all games when it comes to a vote
they will
during good behavior.
A. Mahoney

foot.

CLAIMED FOR

Our customers tell us that fnlBhfleftftoae. are
more comfortable than any hosiery they ever
wore. The man who is on his feet a great
deal, as well as the man of fashion and leisure

CLARK

who prides himself on always dressing as a
gentleman, take equal pride in fflghdeftfto&e,
Treat your feet right. Buy them a box of fMBhderficac. put 0n
a pair of low shoes, and note before the day is over how many people

compliment you on your hosiery.

E. ROSENWALD & SON
support Mr. Clark when they are convinced that Mr. Wilson has not sufficient strength to swing the state
convention.
Most of the democrats here seem
to believe that Mr. Clark has the
state convention grabbed. His headquarters here have conducted an active campaign and the result is said
to have been beyond expectations
The other democratic
delegates to
the state convention are nearly all
Wilson men. "While I believe the
convention will instruct for Mr.
Clark," said Mr. Norment, "I do not
believe in and do not favor instructions that will hog tie' our delegation
and render it unable to act tn any
manner justified by developments in
our national convention. I believe,
however, that it will go to the national convention with instruction
that New Mexico's democracy favors
Mr. Clark if it is possible to nominate him. We believe he will be the

standard bearer of the party in the
coming contest."
t
n
PILES CURED IN AtO 14 DAS
Vour druggist wil
rend moe) If
PAZO OINTMEiT fail to curl any
...
.

' i vii uausfc

x

m

"

1

There never was a
nle aDnreciiBSy. the
Chamberlaifc
than now.
crease in sales and

are troubled with
give it a trial and
wtfli ita trnnA mislfH

dealers.
Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You can ao 't by applying Chamberlain's Liniment and massaging the parts freely at each application. For sale by all dealers.

INAUGURATION

Princeton, N. J., May 10. Scores
of visitors, including many men of
national or international fame, arrived
here today to attend the inauguration
of Dr. John G. Hibben as president
of Princeton university, in succession
to Woodrow Wilson,
who resigned
when he was. nominated for governor
of New Jersey. Thp ceremony of in
auguration will take olace tomorrow
morning in front of historic Nassau
hall. The speakers and other promt
nent participants in the ceremonies
will include President
Taft, Chief
Justice White of the supreme court
of the United States, President Had
ley of Yale university, President Low
ell of Harvard university, President
Butler of Columbia university, and
Dr. Francis L. Patton, president of
the Princeton Theological seminary.
Associate Justice Pitney of the supreme court of the United States, a
close personal friend of Dr. Hibben,
will administer the oath of office to
the new president.
ALABAMA UNDERWRITERS
Mobile, Ala., May 10 An important gathering of insurance men

any

OB8ERVE

BLs

outwear their guarantee;
they do not wear out the

a mounted policeman with headquar-

ters at Cerrillos, Santa Fe county.

MEMORIAL

SACRIFICE SALE CONTINUES

SPECIALS
Ladies Skirts
$12.00 Values

850

"

750

"

6.00,-

Ladies Waists
$8.25

'

-

$6.00 White Linen
5.00

"

5.00

3.50

"

4.00

2.50 C. P. Madras

5.50

$3.00

Embroidery

2.50

Tailored--.-

1.75

.

.98

House Dresses $2.25 Values
1.50

$1.50

"

Inch all over Embroidery 50c Values
Inch Corset Cover Embroidery 50c Values.
1 Lot Embroideries 15 to 25c Values.
1 Lot Laces 10 to 20c Values
Linen Handkerchiefs 25 to 50c Values
Ladies Elastic Belts 75c Values
" Wash
" 20c Valuea
24 Pairs Ladies Kid Gloves $1.25 Values
Mens Leather Gloves $1 .50 to $2.00 Values. .
18
18

.

DAY

S.
Charleston,
C, May 10.
It's pleasant recreation and we all get some good Throughout North and South Caro
Una today was observed as Memorial
from it, besides it may result in your Joining the
day in honor of the memory of tht: 4
confederate dead. In all of the prin
of
of
user
army
cipal cities and towns of the two
states business was largely suspended. The graves of the soldier dead
were decorated with flags and flowthe delicious food made of crisp, delicatley browned bits of corn. ers ana exercises were held under the
auspices of the United Confederate
it is not easily forgotten.
Veterans and kindred organizations.

POST TOASTIES

With milk or cream

Prejudice is a hard thing to overcome, but where health is at stake
and the opinion of thousands of re
liable people differs from yours, prejudice then becomes your menace and
you ought to lay It aside. This is
aid in the Interest of people suffer
ing from chronic constipation, and it
Is worthy of their attention.
In the opinion of legions of reliable
American people the most stubborn
constipation Imaginable can be cured
by a brief use of Dr. Caldwell's 8yrup
Pepsin. You may not have heard of
It before, but oo not doubt its merits
on that account, or because it has not
been blatantly advertised. It has sold
very successfully on word of mouth
recommendation. Parents are giving
it to their children today who were
given tt by their parents, and it has
been truthfully said that more druggists use it personally in their families than any other laxative.

Jingle
the Alabama Fire Underwriters' asprinted above( making the last line include the name sociation convened In annual session here today with many members
'Toasties," with correct rhyme and metre.
in attendance, in addition to a considerable number of prominent insurOr write an original Post Toasties ance men from outside the state. The
4 lines,
line business today was largely ol a rouJingle of not less
tine character after the opening adof which must contain "Post Toasties" dress of President
Glennon. The proor "Toasties."
ceedings will conclude with a banquet tomorrow night.
As many Jingles may be submited as desired.

than

Villi OT DANCER!

Curing Constipation

DR. HIBBEN'S

ones received in May, 1912.

A

How to be Certain of

Law in New Mexico.

Case No. 1424. Jose Caaimlro Montoya, appellant, vs. Territory of New
Mexico, appellee.
Appeal from the
district court of Colfax county. In
the opinion of the court the evidence
was sufficient to sustain the verdict:
"A number of assignments of error
are dealt with in appellant's
brief
some apparently waived but all have
been considered and we are of the
opinion that no reversible error has
been found, therefore the Judgment
of the lower court is affirmed."
Opinion by Judge R. H. Hanna,
Judges Parker and Abbott concurring. The syllabus in this ease reads:
First. The common law f crimes
Mexico,
Is in force 1 New
except
where it may have been repealed or
modified by statute, and common-laprocedure is in force except where
special provision is made by statute
to the exclusion of common law procedure.
Where the statutes have
Two.
adopted the common law definition
of murder an indictment may, very
of a
properly, omit a direct charge
of
as
kill,
to
part
or
intent
purpose
the overt act alleged as a crime.
Three. The statutes of New Mexico da not attempt to change the common law definition of murder, and
do not limit murder in the first de.
Committed
gree to those homicides
to Kin.
Intent
without
or
purposely,
Four. Defendant cannot take aderror,
clerical
obvious
cantage of an
intendnecessary
corrected
by
indictof
the
ment from other parts
ment.
Five An indictment that fails to
defend
allege in conclusion that the
ant killed and murdered the deceased, is sufficient to charge manslaughconter, where the defandant was
manslaughter he cannot
victed of
take advantage of the defect, as he
was not injured thereby.
Six. The jury, in a homicide case,
are, the sole judges of the fact of the
eistence of a motive on the part of
the accused and the jury may infer a
motive from the commission of the
Seven. Evidence examined, and
held sufficient to sustain the verdict.
crime.
Appointed Mounted Police.
J. H. McHughes, former city mar.
shal of Santa Fe, has been appointed

FRIDAY, MAY 10, 1t12.

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE
The Store That Sells for Less

98c
25c

-

-

.25c
10c
5c
19c
39c

-

.10c
50c

$1.00

VAI VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

House Bill No. 72, was reported
favorably with amendments. It is a
code of civil procedure.
House Bill No. 164, relating to district attorneys, was reported favor-

taxes for 1912 have Increased nearly
$600,000 compared with the ltll fiscal year. And they see no chance
ahead for a reduction.
The March showing as bad as It
looks la not discouraging to official
of the Santa Fe. They are looking
forward to good times and already
are preparing to handle the immense
crops of this fall. More than 10.CO0
cars will he available to haul tha
MANZANARES WINS
FOR southwest output.

SANTA FE'S LOSS

NEW COUNTY BILL

REACHES BIG

PASSED BY THE

ably.

House Substitute for House Bill No.
act appropriating
1, favorably, an
$25,000 for a bridge across the Han
Juan, by Chrtsman.
House Bill No. 87, was reported
with amendments. It fixes the filing
fee for chattel mortgages.
House Bill No. 137, was favorably
reported with amendments, an act requiring members of city and town
councils to be tax payers and property owners.
House Bill No. 147, the county survey bill, was reported unfavorably.
A minority report, signed by
flvj
members of the 30 of the committee
on ways and means, opposed the
Sumner county bill, because it fixes
the county seat permanently, because
it impairs materially the assessed
valuation of Guadalupe county and
because the alleged assessed valuation of the county Is baaed on the
1912 assessment, not yet legally ap

HOUSE

Him
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MILLER INSPECTS

IN COMPETITION FOR
V
THE OPTIC'S CUP
V

HIGHWAY TO

V

MORA

the first time. He was tail and lnk
with a shallow face and a dispirited
yellow moustache; withal he sported
IN
FIGHT
a monocle and an aristocratic frozen
HIS
IN
INCOME
DECREASE
smile. When the young lady first
OF COUNTY
FOR CREATION
MARCH, 1912, 18 $445,000;
saw him she was slightly annoyed:
OF SUMNER
CASCARETS FOR A
EXPENSES BEING CUT.
then her face cleared and she said,
STOMACH
SOUR
SICK,
10. The
with a smile, as the moto.- - came to
N.
M.,
May
Fe,
Santa
Topeka, Kan., May 10. General ofa stop before him: "Why, how do
house late yesterday afternoon pass
ficers of the Santa Fe in Topeka Gently but thoroughly cleanse and
Manuel
bill
ed
a
you
do, Mr. St. John?"
by Representative
mil' late your Stomach, Liver and
have received word from financial
or Guadalupe
He
looked up with hia best smile,
Manzanares
creating
Bowels while you sleep
York of the
headquarters in Ne
"Miss Saunders, delightful, don't yon
of Sumner, the vote bethe
county
startling falling off in tarnlngs on
know!
20. The debate leading m
My word, I am most pleased
Mora, N. M., May 8, 1912.
That awful sourness, belching of ing 26 to
that road for the month of March,
You so these woods
see
to
bill was long
of
He
M.
the
God
and
to
you.
trusted
in
the
N.
passage
Las
The
implicitly
In
the
Vegas,
Optic,
foul
gases: that pain
1912.
Not since 1906 has the Santa acid and
don't you know,
are
so
I
a
was
true
he
follower
heated.
and
confusing,
worker
in
Ilfeld
and
Mr.
In company with
Fe suffered a like loss in income. pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
I am really quite unable to prowas read in full. A
that
to
measure
do
The
his
to
best
to
Las
always
road
from
the
help
ready
Vegas
after
spected
Even with a slice in operating ex- nervousness, nausea, bloating
i tie
Mora and find that the work done by a fellow man higher and onward. He ceed further."
of fullness, dizziness motion of Manzanares to table
penses the road was unable to over- eating, feeling
new
"Won't you ride on with me, Mr.
to
the
realized that a soul Is a soul no matreport,
opposed
minority
the road commission in
and sick headache, means Indigestion;
come the loss.
St.
John?"
was
vote
close
ter
the
where found and that God does
carried by
with Ithe county commissioners of
which cannot county,
Not that the Santa Pe has been a disordered stomach,
21.
be
not
25
to
of
who
asked
to
human
He
standards.
"Why,
really you are too kind. Why
judge
by
Burg
San Miguel and Mora counties has
be regulated until you remove the
don't yon
fighting an uphill game in its own
I should be delighted,
was compelled
common
had
from
excused
so
not
much
good
sense,
voting,
fault.
from
stomach's
rutted
become
isn't
up
pretty badly
your
business far from that. But all the cause. It
know."
to
in
common
of
vote
voted
favor
and
sense
for
he
was
tabling
peris as good as any.
Sapello to the Cevolla. This is part- worldy
railroads in the southwest have met Your stomach
"Very well," said Miss Nell, "Jones
proved.
haps a bit too credulous and so often
cure Indiges- the minority report.
this
traffic
due
to
the
Cascarets;
upon
they
ly
Try
heavy
with a month of small shipments.
In the rumblo. Mr. St
on
made
a
Toombs
attack
vigorous
New Bills
immediately cleanse
road and also due to the loose condi- imposed upon, but moral common you may sit
The fiscal year of the Santa Pe ends tion, because they
me and I will drive."
sit
sense.
new
He
John,
looked
the
the
surby
beneath
the
county,
taking
proposed
the
remove
and regulate the stomach,
The following bills were introduced: tion of the road after construction.
June 30 and it Is feared by Topeka
Mr. G. Chauncey Cecil St. John
creface
to
he
that
is
the
even
most
that
de
the
food
position
opposel
realizing
and
cases
182
M.
C.
de
Bill
No.
Bill
fermenting
in
House
The drainage ditches
by
many
officials that the earnings will not sour, undigested
beside Nell and Jones
and foul gases; take the excess bile ation of all new counties unless it is Haca, an act to authorize and require have been improperly placed not praved character is yet not wholly clambered up
reach the mark set by the road in
thait there is some good there disposed of himself in the rumble.
bad
but
nev
shown
that
the
deconclusively
off
the
and
liver
carry
from the
lKards of county commissioners to enough in some cases and many In
had a
1911.
Now Miss Nell Saunders
waste matter and poison county is well able to sustain itself employ police officers, not less than other points which today are not do- no matter how hidden by sin and
composed
for
the
for Mr.
revenue
in
attraction
The loss
and
gross
and
front
and
the
great
if
counties
would
powerful
he
that
that
guilt
but
Then
search
financially
bowels.
and
from the intestine
two in number, at salaries not to ex ing duty. I believe that after going
and
month of March, 1912, amounted to
stomach trouble Is ended for- which It i9 cut, retain sufficient assess- ceed $75 per month for each one, In down the Cevolla about 10 to 15 of perhaps the good might be found Cecil Chauncey, both her beauty
your
and tho
had
In attempting to meet this ever. A Cascarot
man
and
$445,000.
ment
to
the
He
neither)
(he
capability
meet
be
showed
for
saved
expenses.
will
straight
something
tonight
incorporated towns which are coun- the culverts placed should be remov better.
million to which she was heiress.
loss the road was only able to cut en
box that the county of Sumner, with $552, ty seats, where the
of ed and placed in other portions of
you out by morning a
population
But of course the money had no at87(1
down the operating expenses by a from
would
to
assessment,
present
led
His
also
him
begin such towns is not less than 1,500.
good scheme
any drug store will keep your
route
should
be
The
whole
the
road.
were
March
traction for him, he said to himself.
Hfe
with a debt of $29,000 and a suit
$190,000 slice. Taxes for
entire family feeling good for months.
House Bill No. 183, by Gage, an act gone over the rocks thrown out of see tne evils In the social system
When every one was seated, Miss
San
a
for
rata
by
$60,000 more than for March, 1911. Don't
Miguel
pro
county,
to amend section 1, chapter 109, laws the road, the drainage ditches clean of the day in its relation to crime
forget the children their little
Nell said:
still
its
and
Including the tax the Santa Fe Bu- insides need a good, gentle cleansing, of the debt owed by Guadalupe counWhat
is
punishment.
:09, relating to irrigation.
ed out so as to handle the rain this
"Are you ready?"
ffered a loss of $316,000 in operating too.
ty to San Miguel county. Even with
House Bill No. 184, by Speaker Ba summer, otherwise it will make bog more he not only saw these evils
the 1912 assessment, the valuation
"Yes, Indeed, so kind "
income.
Dut he went beyond and saw a posca, Cooney and Hilton, appropriating holes in many places. The material
But the wind blew away the rest
will
less
be
than $800,000.
Toombs ?:;o,000 for the construction of a
sible and a very efficient remedy for
Results of Severe Weather.
so taken out should be thrown into
ADMIRAL POTTER RETIRES.
'the sentence with his hat. It was
of
said it is a mistake to presume that
In the early part of March the
He
them.
knew that to remedy you
wagon bridge across the Rio Grande the wagon tracks
to complete the must not
but he
Washington, D. C, May 10. Today, the state assumes the debts of the
un- a new hat and quite stylish,
Santa Fe and all railroads in southtear
down
is
what
only
to the north of San Acaslo, Socorro
than
to
ditches.
more
the
of
career
forty
a
for
no
had
time
to
its
slope
after
loss,
deplore
counties:
each
MexiNew
under
the
wise but must also build up again
west Kansas and northern
county,
county.
e
service constitution, is
The most immediate, however, is
if the start had been violent it
co and Oklahoma and in Colorado years of faithful and efficient
responsible for the
better
wiser.
and
something
House Bill No. 185, by Speaker Ba to
to
Sa
States
from
road
United
the
tecof
car
worse.
ft".
The
the
Vegas
open
officer
an
as
debt
state
the
assumes.
county
He loved nature. He could see the
were nearly tied up by snow. The
ca, for the protection of community
Potpello by putting in the small bridges beauty in the flowers and trees and sprang ahead with a lightning speed.
Llewellyn replied by quoting from a
most severe weather of the winter navy. Rear Admiral William P.
for boyhood memory, the hymn that al- acequlaa
and flattening the road crowns. This fields and he knew the
then turned into another road with a
and the most serious blockade in his- ter, who recently has been aid
happiness
House Bill No .186, by Speaker Ba will
once
as
the
lurch
at
done
that brought a squeal from St
be
money
the
at
department,
navy
struck
terror
into
ways
inhis
that
heart:
personnel
living close to nature
brings.
tory delayed all freight traffic,
on ac- "Hark from the 'Toombs" a doleful ca, to provide for the punishment of from San Miguel is en route now to He knew that content
John. This road proved to be cor
is
of
a
state
creased the operating expenses and was placed on the retired list
lim voice!" He said the same doleful unlawfully practicing law.
Cecil
Santa Fe.
mind that comes to those most low- duroy, and Mir. Chauncey
additional expenditures count of having reached the age
caused
House Bill No. 187, by Speaker Ba
a voice was heard at the creation of
sworn that he bounced
would
Is
have
We
the
$500 from Mora prom ly as easily
Potter
Admiral
got
62
of
it
years.
to
perhaps easier than
fori
ca, an act in relation to paupers ana
(two feet up every
time withoui
worked up another $500 the mightiets of the land.
effect on the native of New York and was gradu- every new county, Chaves, Eddy, Lu- for the establishment of poor house) ised and
from the Mora board of trade. The
and even Union coun- in counties.
He was brave for it took true cour touching the seat between. His monated from Annapolis in 1869. He na, Quay,-Oter- o
citizens held a very enthusiastic age both moral and physical to rush ocle waved at the end of its cord
ses or Maren, wn a member of the naval court ty, and yet those counties have prosHouse Bill No. 188, by Speaker Ba
blow
the
and among
themselves into a urning building at the risk and his new green kid gloves were
the
beyond
fondest
that
pered
investigated
predictions ca, providing ror tne appointment ol meeting
i reached out of inquiry
a Mtnnnrl fix- - ing up of the battleship Maine and of those who advocated their crea- boards of regents for state education- raised this money. As soon as one of his own life even to save his chil- ripped with futile attempts to grab
of our men
can get to this place dren It is not a coward either whom the seat, when ever he was anywhere
five nunlbers for ser- tion. He praised the hardy pioneers al
institutions, etc.
Jfi all depart- - was advanced
me
of
lower
the
In
war.
Pecos
road
who
the
the
founded
the
the
in
through the Mora we find willing to Inflict untold hard- near it Finally, after rushing
building
Spanish
a net decrease vices
House Bill No. 189, by Llewelyn
through a stream, the road
with ships upon himself and those whom
morable cruise of the United States magnificent empire from which sev- and Moreno, an act relating to the lane will be done in
mg expenses was shown.
smooth
and straight before them.
lay
eral
In
new
were
state.
ne
counties
world
the
the
splendid
cut.
around
loves
ior
conscience s sake. Even
Santa Fe is making a frantic battleship fleet
crime of bigamy, incest, adultery,
Also Inspected the road to Cleve tho a weak person might do so upon "Now," said Miss Nell Saunders, "we
Fto equal the 1911 record. For 1908 Admiral Potter commanded the He said that Otero and Luna county
sol
naci loss assessment
when created, guardian carnally knowing ward,
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Hartt was excused from attendRomero and the house Clovis to the members or the senate
tution at the cost of his less fortun- of Abelino
ance until next Wednesday and an had so severe a cough that It nearly
of the
ate, less Influential brother educator's was warmly praised far refusing to to attend the ssate convention
nounced a pair with Barth on every choked her to death. Mr Allen says:
school. And the worst of it is that unseat Representative Lopez of Mora "unalloyed, unterrlfied democracy" measure except Senate Bill No. 33, "We tried many things without helpher when by good luck I got a bot
the people pay the bills and fall to county. The arrest o.f the four house on May 14, and had to submit to on which he reserves the right to re- ing
tle of Foley s Honey and Tar Com
some
with
membecs
"joshing."
accepting
charged
results.
get
cord his own vote.
pound. It helped her at once and fin
For Flood 8ufferers.
The experience of those states with bribes was designated as a "trap"
ally cured her. It ia the best medi
the best educational systems has been and the republicans were roasted for Walton for the committee on revl
cine we ever used." O. G. Shaefer,
events leading up sion, reported adversely House Joint
Every bony reads The Ootlc.
Red Cross Drug Co.
that fewer Institutions with ffryT') parrtifrparrfttg
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Ph jne Main 344.
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Machine
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Co.

Fowler Preps

SUITS MADE TO MEASURE

-

NATIONAL

WOOLEN MILLS

GOH DOUGLAS
Makers the Clothes

SILVERWARE PREMIUMS
To any one paying cash or settling in full
every 30 days, we will give the well known Rogers
Triple Plate Silverware on exhibition in our window. See back of sale slips for basis of drawing.
Commence at once and become a regular customer
and secure just what you want in this line of
goods FREE. We will sell you goods as cheap as or
cheaper than our competitors. Give us a trial, we
want you for a steady customer.

Las Vegas Mercantile Co.
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OXFORDS AND PUMPS
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Per Pair $2.79
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FLYNN IS GREETED

PERSONALS

The Prescriptionist

Johnsen, a Santa Fe official
of Trinidad, was in Las Vegas today
on business.
Manuel Sanchez, county assessor,
returned this afternoon from a short
business trip to Santa Fe.
A. Tafoya, probate Judge, returned
this afternoon from a several day?
business trip to Santa Fe.
Charles Qreenclay and Simon Bach-aracreturned last night from a several days business trip to Mora.
Al Mathews of Albuquerque came
in last night from the Duke City on
a short business trip to Las Vegas.
C. H. Hall, Santa Fe refrigerator
department inspector, came in last
night from his headquarters in Ia
Junta.
W. P. Matchette, division Santa Fe
freight agent with headquarters in
Trinidad, was in Las Vegas today on
business.
George Weegar left last night on
train No, 2 for Chicago. Mr.. Weegar
has been in Las Vegas during the
past year.
Mrs. D. J. Leahy and two daughters left this afternoon for Raton
where they will visit Mrs. Leahy's
sister, Mrs. Jerry Leahy.
Octaviano
Segura and C. Vigil
came in yesterday from Pecos, and
will be in Las Vegas several day:
visiting friends and relatives.
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank was in SantP
Fe yesterday attending a meeting of
the state penitentiary board.
A. J. Thuli, manager of the Wat-rouMercantile company, came in
last night from his home and was
in Las Vegas today on business.
County Clerk and Mayor of the
West Side Lorenzo Delgado and Sheriff Ramon Qallegos came in this afternoon from Santa Fe, where they
had been several days on business.
D. L. Batchelor, Santa Fe station
agent, left this afternoon on train No.
10 for Salina, Kan., where he will
spend several weeks visiting friendt
and relatives. Mr. Batchelor will also
make a trip to Kansas City and Chicago, before returning home.
' Mrs. Harry W. Kelly and daughter,
Miss Helen Kelly, accompanied by
Mrs. Kelly's mother, Mrs, I,. Thomas,
arrived this afternoon from the middle west. Mr. Kelly, accompanied
them as far as Trinidad, where he
stopped off between trains on business. He will arrive this evening.
W. J. Black, Santa Fe passenger
traffic manager, and W. L. Peabody.
Santa Fe statistician, passed thorugh
1 Las Vegas this afternoon on train
No. 10 in business car No. 3 en route
from Santa Fe, where they have been
with representatives of roads running
J through New Mexico at a hearing be
f fore the railroad committee of th
house and senate, to. Chicago.
C. A.

The man who doe the
sighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
end why the man on
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility is never
lose sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription

WINTERS DRUG
Phone Main

CO.

;

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
30 inch fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.

inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c nd 25c a yard.
SilUTnd Linen mixed foul- all leading shades at
yard.
40

Jk T.

raubarth
Store)

e

lie Luxe

EGULAR DIXNER
SUNDAY DINNER

3Bo
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State.

BARNES & RUSH,

Props,

BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
--

TO ORDER -

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICHERT'S

PHONE

VEGAS 340

TAX PAYMENTS.

Notice is hereby given that all unpaid taxes f A. D. 1911. will become
on
delinquent on June 1, 1912, and
sub
be
will
1912,
1,
and after July
list
ject to 5 per cent penalty. The
and
made
be
will
of delinquent taxes
published after July 1, 1912, penalties
and costs will be added, judgment?
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
1912.

Treasurer,

ETJGENIO ROMERO,
San Miguel County, N. M.
LISTED STOCKS

j The closing sales at the New York
Stock Exchange were as follows:
83
Amalgamated Copper
130
American Beet Sugar
m
Atchison
132
Great Northern
119
New York Central
120
Northern Pacific
175
Reading
Southern Pacific
170
Union Pacific
67
United Staltes Steel
110
United States Steel pfd

I

INDIANA COLLEGE EDITORS

Richmond, Ind., May 10 The In
diana Intercollegiate Press association began its fourth annual meeting
at Earlham college to lav with an attendance of delegates from eight of
the leading colleges and universities
of the state. 'Sit jWf

i

BY HOWLING
MOB
PUEBLO FIREMAN MEET8 WITH
OVATION WHEN HE ARRIVES
HERE LAST NIGHT

FRIDAY,

MAY

10, 1912.

thought that the board will comply
with the governor's request and send
him its resignation. Individually and
as a body, In the immediate future.
The reason the governor hat requested the trustees to resign la said
to be because he has been urged by
a number of prominent local democrats to "distribute the plums." It
Is understood that the democrats are
anxious to provide a comfortable
berth for Dr. William Porter Mills
as superintendent of the hospital,
succeeding Dr. H, M. Smith. It also
is rumored that the unterrlfled would
like to see James O'Byrne occupying
the shoes of Steward George Ward.
O'Byrne has a waist measure slightly
In excess of that of Ward, but he is
said to believe he could fit Into the
steward's uniform should it be 'removed from the person of Mr. Ward.
This program of the democrats
would be impossible with the present
board of truditees remaining in office
The democratic members of the
board are just as strongly in favor of
retaining Dr. Smith as superitendent
as are the republicans, it is stated.
In fact, the entire board as it now
exists, was responsible for securing
a contract with Dr. Smith for a term
of five years. Three and
f
years still remain to complete the life
the contract. Dr. Smith was Induced
to give up his private practice to
devote all of his time to the institu- Ition. He is a SDecialist In tho workhe now Is doing and is a valuable
man to the state In his present capacity.
ihe present board of trustees of
the hospital has done efficient work
U has saved the state money
by making large numbers of improvements
and erecting additions without ask- ing or needing additional appropria
tions. The membership, democratic
as well as republican, has
acquitted
itself to the best Interests of the hos
pitai ror the Insane. The members
of the board, who have been asked to
turn in their resignations, are D. C.
Winters, O. L. Gregory, W. E. Gort- ner, Jefferson Raynolds and C. C.

It was a rousing welcome that was
extended to Jim Flynn, the "white
hope;" Promoter JtacW Curley and
other members of their party as they
stepped off the Pullman car on Santa
Fe train No. 9 last night The local
committee with Chsrles O'Malley in
the lead, the Greater Las Vegas
band, and several hundred citizens of
the Meadow City were at the station
to welcome the big Pueblo fireman
and his crew, and It was with difficulty that the pugilist and his companions, made their way lo the hotel, as every one crowded around tho
train to get a glimpse of thi challenger. After the party had gotten settled in their rooms, Flynn returned
to the Castaneda porch where Mayor
Robert J. Taupert presented him to
a large crowd of Las Vegans.
Anxious to get settled In hi quarters immediately, Flynn and party
spent the grea'er part of the morning
at Hot Springs, returning later to
purchase fittings and supplies for the
time
camp. Flynn at the present
weighs. 220 pounds, and as he expects
to train to 195 pounds for his bout
with the "big smoke" he will start
training as 'soon as he is located in
an effort to geit rid of the 25 pounds
of extra avordupois.
Flynn was accompanied to Las Vegas by his brother, Louis Flynn,
Chick Coleman, an old friend, who
will play the part of chef in the traln-nlcamp: Al Williams, his sparring
partner; H. W. Lanlgan, formerly
sporting editor1 of the St. Louis
and editor of the Sporting Robbins.
News who will supply the world with
news of the camp, and last, hut not
least, Jack Curley, the promoter of 'BILLY' MARTIN THROWS
the big mill. A. H. Bahlke, Curley's
chauffeur, arrived several days ago.
SELF FROM A WINDOW
As soon as Flynn and his crew are
settled in camp, and Curley has opened his office and gotten settled in his
FALL OF THREE STORIES ENDS
house on Sixth street, he will leave
LIFE OF ONCE PROMINENT
for the Pacific coast on a short busi- NEW MEXICAN.
nuess trip. Tommy Ryan, who will
be one of the big men In the Pueblo
Santa Fe,, N. M., May 10. William
riremasrs camp, will return to the
E. Martin, better known as "Billy'
Meadow Ctty with Curley.
Martin, for years one of the most
The gymnasium apparatus
which
wil be installed in the Montezuma prominent politicians in New Mexico
Casino is expected at an early date was found about 8 o'clock last night
in a dying condition on the roof of
and as soon , as it arrives
indoor
"gym" work will begin in earnest. the Delgado building,' adjoining the
Flynn, Curley and the other members rooming house in the First National
of the party were in attendance at bank building, at which he had been
the musical concert a(t the Duncan stopping. He had evidently leaped or
opera house, though Flynn left early, fallen from the window of the bath
returning to his room at the hotel room of the rooming house, a dis
tance of some 30 feet, to the roof of
He was up bright and
early this
the
smaller building. He was found
and
took
a tramp around the
morning
REBEL ADVANCE GUARD city taking in the lay of the ground by United States Marshal C. M. For
The party made the trip to the aker, Jose D. Sena, clerk of the susprings this morning in automobiles preme court, and Carl A Bishop, exBADLY
CRIPPLED being
accompanied by Charles O'Mal alted ruler of the Santa Fe lodge of
ley and several other prominent bust Elks. He lived about an hour after
wno are helping support the being removed to St. Vincent's hos
(Continued From Page One)
Las Vegas end of the deal.
Flynn pital.
There were no
was well pleased with the
to the
quarters
discountenance
any declarations of
occurrence which caused Mr. Marselected
for
his
tralnlg
camp,
being
his father.
tin's death, but the circumstances
The elder Orozco recommends hu strong for the casino, which will
were
make
one
such as to preclude the idea of
of
the
best
gymnasiums
mane warfare "not only to answer in
ever
its
in
used
been an accident. Mr. Marhaving
for
a
cham
training
this way the summary executions, in
pionship battle. He is only too anxi tin occupied quarters in the rooming
of
acts
destruction
and
propcendiary
ous to get settled. That the location house of Jones & Webb, on the third
erty that frequently are made by the
of the camp Is ideal there is no doubt. floor of the First National bank build
but
Madero
government,
troops of the
Excellent buildings for quarters, ing on San Francisco street. The
principally on account of the noble
for road work, and other out bathroom, under the window of which
country
ideals of liberty and Justice that the
door training, and the fine mountain he was found, Is at the end of a hall
revolution Is striving for. Persons
air which put life info one, all are some distance from the room which
must
and property of
found in the Hot Springs canyon.
he occupied. The window is too high
be not only respected but protected,
from the floor for him to have acci
all
them
possible guaran
extending
dentally fallen from it. Everything
tees."
points to the fact that he jumped
The statement further says: "The ASYLUM TRUSTEES
from
the window, either in a fit of
recommends
provisional president
mental
abberratlon or with the delib
that prisoners of war shall he treat
erate intention of taking, his life.
ed according to the laws of war, alASKED TO RESIGN It Is known that Mr. Martin had
ways bearing in mind that we are
been drinking heavily for several
fighting our brothers who are forced
months past, and that he was in a
to go to the field of battle hy the in--;
IT IS RUMORED THE DEMOCRATS desperate condition financially. His
iquitous levy that is being practiced
ARE ANXIOUS
TO
HELP
condition was such as to attract the
thefl
or
by
by the Madero government
SHAKE THE PLUM TREE
attention of his friends and Wednes
error of ineited passion. The provis
afternoon, United States Mareh;
day
does not deem It nec
Members of the board of trustees Foraker spoke to one or two of toe
to
to
of
call
attention
the
essary
tlje'
of the New Mexico Hospital for the prominent members of the local
lodge
brave defenders of the revolutionary Insane have been
asked by Governor of Elks about the matter. As a re
cause the necessity to avoid the least William C.
McDonald to Bubmit to sult It was decided
that arrange
friction with any foreign power, as him their
at the earliest ments should be made to take care of
resignations
they always will take care that for- possible time. The
request of the
eigners may not suffer any more governor was made
mall and each
by
trouble than is possible In regions of the trustees received
a letter the
disturbed by war."
text of which was Identical with that
A
Advices from General Orozco early
composing those addressed to his col- of skin
today confirmed reports
J
mi.L... lt j"t
"' The governor informed each that.
ozco dectered merely that his aaVfor reasons he heW
mtMmti ta
of
vance guard captured fifteen prison would like to receive his
resignation.
ers. He wired that two columns of He added,
however, that the trustees
one thousand men each were ad have the
privilege of holding their
vancing parallel to the railroad to- office until ttifelr term expires. Each
has shown many a coffee-sic- k
ward BenneJIlIo and Maplml, rein- of the members is
appointed for a
person the "Road to Wellville'
forced by a rear guard of four thou- term of four yearn The first term to
men
and
more
reserves
close
sand
"There's a Reason"
expire is that of D. C. Winters, which
behind.
comes to an end in September.
t is

WATCHES

BIG STOCK OF TENTS
and camping outfits, for sale or for

INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

rent.
x7 Tents
8x10 Tents

4.95
6.95

10x12 Tents

7.45

g

Globe-Democr-

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

.sizes at same proportion

larger

only at

ROBERT J. TAUPER.T

THE ROSENTHAL
for

$6.50

50

feet wire wound Rub

ber Hose, worth

Jeweler and Optician.

Manufacturing

for Saturday

$8.50,

Las Vegas, New Mexico.

only
THE ROSENTHAL
COTS, BEDS MATTRESSES

and other goods for rent by

Greater Speed Greater

THE ROSENTHAL
$39.85

for

Buck's

logical results of installing the

Range for Saturday.

THE ROSENTHAL
OPPOSITE

Accuracy-Grea- ter

Efficiency are the

$45.00

one-hal-

s

MIDGET
EQUITY (Waltham)

$1.00

$2.00
$2.00
$3.00

M.

Y.

C

A.

Mr. Martin until he could get on his

feet, and in pursuance of this plan
Mr. Foraker, accompanied by Exalted
Ruler Carl Bishop and J. D. Sena
called at Mr. Martin's room last
night.
Upon
arriving at the rooming
house the gentlemen found that' Mr.
Martin was not in, but the room was
in such a state that they came to the
conclusion that he had only left It
temporarily and could not be out of
the building. Ajfter, waiting Borne
time for him to return, they became
uneasy and instituted a search for
him. Going to the bathroom and
finding it unoccupied, one of the gentlemen looked out of the window and
discovered a prostrate form lying on
y
the roof of the
building adjoining.
Had Interesting Career.
William Edward Martin was. born
at Fort Selden, February 16, 1867.
He was a son of Captain John Martin, and was educated by private instructors at his own home, one of
whom was Nicholas Ualles, and at
St. Michael's college, In Santa Fe. He
graduated from the latter institution
in 1880. He returned to his father's
ranch after his graduation, and was
two-stor-

FRECKLE-FAC- E

Underwood

Typewriter
Underwood special purpose machines meet the
needs of every business. Exclusive Underwood fea
tures make possible the
most important labor-savinsystems of modern
accounting.
The ever growing demand puts the annual sales
of Underwoods far ahead
of those of any other machine making necessary
the largest typewriter fac
tory and the largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical superiority of
parti-ticul-

g

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
Branch OfHen in All Principal Cities,

Underwood Typewriter Co.
West Gold Street.,
309 North Oregon St.

Freckles
or Costs Nothing
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Facto try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer
that it will not cost you a penny unless It removes the freckles, while
if it does give you a clear complexion,
the expense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine
double strength, from any first class
druggist in Las Vegas and one night's
treatment will show you how easy
It Is to rid yourself of the homely
freckles and get a beautiful complexion.
Rarely is more than one
ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
double strength othine, as this Is the
only prescription sold under guaran
tee of money back if it falls to re
move freckles.
e,

shortly afterward selected as deputy
clerk of the Third Judicial district of
New Mexico.
After having been in
office as deputy clerk for some time,
he became chief clerk of the federal
land office, resigning after a year or
more to become interpreter of the
court in the Fifth district, filling this
office until Judge Freeman's retirement from the bench.
In 1894 he was elected to the lower
house of the territorial legislature,
and In 1896 was chosen a mefSIWr of
the city council of Socorro, becoming
mayor two years iater.
On May 1, 1899, he was appointed
assistant superintendent of the penitentiary, under the superlntendency
of H. O. Bursum, and remained in

that capacity until January 21, 1904.
Judge Pope appointed aim as clerk
of the Fifth judicial district in that
year, and on a change In districts
taking place he was appointed to the
Third district by Judge Parker. He
served twice as interpreter for the
legislative council and three times
as chief clerk. He was a .republican
in politics, and a member of the order of Elks, being attached to the
Santa Fe lodge. He was also one of
the Incorporators of the Socorro
Light, Heat and Power company.
He was married in June, 1891, to a
daughter of Jerome Newcomb, of
Huntington, Ind. His widow survives, as does a brother, John Martin, of Socorro, a cattle inspector.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

J.

M. CUNNINOHAn,
PRANK SPRINGER,

President

T.

HOSKINS. Cashier
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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New Remedy That Removes
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Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
President
Treasurer
Vice
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MY LADY OF DOUBT

jbOtt I brief word to taoISm charge
of the carriage, and It also began to
move slowly forward.
"We will go ahead," he said, suiting
the action to the word. "What I wish
to say will not take long."
Within a minute, riding aide by side,
our horses walking rapidly, we were
out of sight of the lumping shadow of
the ambulance. I glanced aside curiously at my companion, noting the
outlines of his slender, erect figure,
wondering vaguely what his message
could be. Had Claire spoken to him
ot me? Was he going to tell me about
his slater T We must have ridden a
quarter of a mile before he broke the
silence.
"Major Lawrence," he began, and I
noticed the face was not turned to
ward ma "I am sura you are not de
ceived, although you act the part

DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,
READY
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MAY

KENTUCKY

10,

1912.
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THE OPTIC
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WANT
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THE LOBBY
AN 0 CAFE
10. The
Louisville, Ky., May
spring meeting ot the new Louisville
SHORT ORDER AMD REGULAR DINNER
Jockey club will be ushered In at
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Churchill Downs tomorrow afternooi
with the Kentucky Derby, which now
Author ot "LovelUnder Fire,0 'My Lady of the North," etc.
stands virtually alone as the sole surIllustrations by HENRY .THIEDE
vivor of the great classic of the
SOCIETY AND
lOprritt A. C. UcCurt .Ce. tl
American turf. It will be the thirty- mm-hur(Continued from Yesterday)
eighth renewal of this rich event.
i came nsca, l wooia nae to
which as usual will be worth $5,001
CHAPMAN LOOQE NO
F.
0. O. F, LAS VEQA8 LODGE NO.
surely ah would be there then.
1.
to the winner. With Worth, Pre
. Becasur
A.
Meets every Monday evening at
The sergeant touched my arm. .
fiCWroWffitrlyT at tnougn
"Pardon me, sir, but there are horsetheir hen on Sixth street All visitIlls sentences with care, occasionally
sumption, Sonada and others of tht
munleatton first and
d
the aide. Once be paused, men ahead."
best
colts that Ken
ing brethren cordially Invited to attthird Thursday In as
Cuestionina across at Hamilton.
lost in thought
"Indeed? I
tucky can produce among the probend.
brothJ . D. Pridenst'ne, N. G.;
month.
Visiting
"Colonel, do you know a dragoon Conroy. Coming this way?"
able starterB, It appears certain that
Frank Fries. V. G.; T. M. El wood.
Invited.
be
oordlally
to
seem
traveling
"No, sir, they
ttamed Mortimer?"
the field will be one of the classiest
R. Murray,
Secretary; Karl Warts, Treasurer;
I noticed them first
emit n c no
"I have no recollection ot ever hav-jADVER N. O. Herman, W L;
In the long history of the great event RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
C. V. Hedgoock. cemetery trustee.
met the man, sir. I have written as we turned the corner back there
Secretary.
TISEMENTS
With a clear day and with the going
him orders, however; he is a scout at- 1 could see outllnea agalnat the sky."
form
is
a
it
They
"How large
dry
party?
tached to General Lee's headquarpredicted by horsemen that
well."
LAS VEGA 8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 546,
the 2:06 Meridian scored when he Five cents par line each Insertion.
ters."
merely a lumping shadow to my eyes.'
B.
I. O. of B
I hardly understand."
Meets every first
a KNIQHT8 TEMPLAR
won last spring will be beaten by the Estimate six ordinary words to a Una
"Tea; I recall the name. He is the j "Not more than three or four, air,
am
but
I
sure
Oh,
In the vestry
I
do.
month
I
you
the
of
Tees-sTuesday
conclave secern
No sd to occupy less space than two
one who brought us our first definite with a covered rig of some kind. could not permit you to go away de- winner in the big race tomorrow.
rooms
at 8
of
Monteflore
ua
Temple
Ma
coming,
heard
at
month
of
Clinton's
in each
lines. All
Information this morning
advertla ments charged
They're halted, now;
dv
me."
spising
are
brothers
o'clock
p. cl Visiting
will be booked at space actually eat. sonic Temple at 7:0 p. m. L. u.
position I remember now, you were j I reckon."
"But, my boy, this is a mystery"
Hadar.
Henry
Ferris,
is
the
Invited
Isaac
Nebr.,
Appal,
conHully
I could perceive the little group,
not with me when he rode up
Re
"Do you mean to insist you do not father of ten
children and for the past without regard to number of words Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Teams.
President; Charles Greenclay.
young, slender lad. with the face of but merely as a black smudge. Then know hava not recognised mar
20 years has used Foley's Honey and Cash In advance preferred.
oorder.
itdetach
to
bis
eyes; a mounted figure seemed
... ..
.
nr.
.
girl. I could but notice
I what can you mean?"
i
r
mr
wnn
tne
Lumiwuno
best
of
re
they were as soft and blue as violets! self from the darkness, and advance
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

DO YOU NEED OFFICE
X STATIONERY? X

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it,

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A
PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. iff

S

C

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
2 Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery. A,'

3
3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAIM

2.
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You Pay Your Money
We don't, limit you to one or

Why not take your choice:
two

brands

of

an article.

OUR ASSORTHENT OF GROCERIES ARE
and TO NONE IN THE STATE.

In Flour We Carry the Following
Well Known Brands:
BOSS PATENT,

PEACOCK,

EMPRESS,

DIAMOND "M"

OLD HOMESTEAD,

PRIMROSE.

.

IKE DAPS
THE CASH GROCER
.

.

.

. .

3

FOR SATURDAY
DRESSED

UpMC

'

-

j

111,

II

All the Fresh Vegetables
erid Fruits. Inclviding
Strawberries arvd
New Oranges

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER
Jefferson Reynolds President
Reynolds Vice President
Stephen 6. Davis Vice President

Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

. D.

' H.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking

Interest Paid on

Ti

LOCAL NEWS

Spanish dance Rosenthal hall Fri
day night May 10. Admission free.

Finch

moeno sHs

Direct from distillery

At the Lobby, of course

KOC

SUCH AS

'

GOODS

::

Home Made Bread, Mothers Bread) Restaurant
Bread, Rye Bread, Pan Bread, Twists, Graham
Bread, Sweet Bread .iGinier Bread, Layer
Cakes, Loaf Cakes, Angel Food Cakes, Fruit
Cakes, Gold Cakes, Finger Rolls, Cup Cakes,
Poppy Seed Rolls, Doughnuts, P. H. Rolls,
Buns etc.

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO, STORE
We always have the best of everything eatable
Ur

I

YOU

TO

work.

After a while he gets
used to it and expects perfect

us your Shirts, Collars etc.,
and you'll be happy in your
linen ever after.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

WE ARE

C. A. Selffe Ray, who has been in
Las Vegas several days on business
left last night for Denver. Mr. Ray
is the son of Colonel r. Ray, agent
for the E. Shipman entertainment en
terprise, in the southwest, and has
been here relative to staging the
concert of Harold!, the famous Russian violinist, who will play here on
May 22. Mr. Ray signed up subscribers for seats for the entertainment, and from the advance reservation, Harold! will be welcomed in
Las Vegas by a large audience of
of a discriminating
theatergoers
musical taste.

AfiFNTS

The members of the Sunday school
of the First Christian cnurch will go
on a picnic tomorrow. They plan to
leave the church at 9:30 o'clock, tak-

ing the car tor the Boulevard. They
will picnic near the rifle range.
TO 8TOP BETTING.
New York
May 10. Officials of
the baseball clubs in New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey City have joined
today with the police in a crusade to
suppress pool selling on baseball

DEMOCRATIC

lf

'&

FLORISTS

CHILDREN

THIS INSURES YOU
Style, Quality and Workmanship

M. QREENBEHGER.

out
ys

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure
of it. Try one of our electric irons for th
FREE. Once tried, you will never be

ELECTRIC

LfcLS

9r

Vegas Light

mn
UrtLL

Am

tl

was a tim
real

Af m nm

UHl

Jill

many
Exclusive

Features
Of the

Automatic

signed.

Refrigerator

Read The Optic.

trim and

is a refrigerator you will be proud to have
your
ITsubstantial.
Not high priced, but the best at any price.
in

FRESH

home-ne- at,

You'll be interested in its "built in" water cooler into wich no' odors or
impurities can get-- in its light, sanitary wire shelves in its circulation which
its 8 insulating walls, that keep out heat and
keeps flavors from mficing-a- nd
cut your ice bill in half.
Call as soon as yon can and see the AUTOMATIC REFRIGERATOR

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON.

SUNNY
BROOK
RANCH

Dont Forget Mother's Day

SEEDSMEN

FOR BOYS AND

Mc-Guir-e,

BUTTER

Phone Vein 12

D

PRIMARY

For the purpose of selecting delegates to the county convention held
in the court house today, to elect 22
delegates to the state convention in
Clovls on May 14, the democrats of
Precinct 29 met in primary last night
in the city hall. Pat McElroy, chairman of the city central committee,
called the meeting to order and was
chairman.
later elected permanent
Charles Tamme was elected secretary. Twenty delegates with one-haa vote each were chosen to represent
the precinct. Those - elected were
John L. Zimmerman, Charles Tamme, E. V. Long, D. W. Condon, Geo.
.
H. Hunker, Victorino Abeytia, H.
Smith, Fred Brefeld, Bias Ortiz, Lalo
Velasquez, Pat McElroy, B. F.
M. Cellers, W. A. Givens, Chris
Wiegand, C. N. Sparks, C. N. DougDurna
lass, Vidal Salazar, DIdacio
and Gregorlo Alirez.
endorsed Champ
The
primary
Clark as democratic nominee for
president, and the delegates to' the
convention today were instructed to
work for the endorsement of Clark
by the county convention. A resolution was passed endorsing John D.
W. Veeder, as a delegate to the na
tional democratic convention in Bal
timore.
The primary endorsed J. D. Hand
as a candidate for chairman of the
democratic state central committee
to succeed A. A. Jones recently re

FOR SALE CHEAP Light spring
wagon and harness. Call '713
Eighth street.

PERRY ONION & SON

Ederheimer Stein &
EXTRA-GOOSuits

games.
District Attorney Cropsey of Kings
county, has taken up the legal question of selling baseball pools, which,
he says, he has been informed was
going on at wholesale in Brooklyn
and Manhattan.
Agents have been
to collect
Mr.
Cropsey
by
assigned
evidence to be presented to a grand
jury.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Wear a Bright Flower for a Mother Living
Or a White Flower for a Mother's Memury

FOR

JTRAGOOJJ

Pure Clean and Healthful.
From T. T. Turners Mountain Home.

n

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

WE ASK

REMEMBER US IN THIS PURCHASE.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT

It's a

507 Sixth Slrttt

EVERYBODY

ML

A NEW

WILL BE SHOWN AT BRIDGE ST. THEATRE

Several good mountain ranches for
sale cheap for cash or on easy pay
ments. F. J. Wesner, 612 Lincoln
Where are lyou going?
Hello!
avenua
To the White Kitchen, to get a good
25c meal. Home cooking.
Open day
Why pay rent when you can own and
night.
your own home for a small invest
ment with easy terms on deferred
During the absence of Station
payments? See F. J. Weener.
Agent D. L. Batchelor, who left today
on an extended viBit 'to ivansas, Joe
Kate Wiggins' masterpiece, "Re- Elledge, Santa Fe cashier, will hold
becca of Sunnybrook Farm," will be down the duties of the agent.
presented in abstract by Miss Pearl
M. Herndon, reader and impersonator,
A meeting, of the joint
federal
in the Y. M. C. A. hall tonight, being
building committee was scheduled to
the feature of the program to be stag- occur this afternoon at 4:30 o'clock
ed by the Pearl Herndon
Concert at the Commercial club. The purcompany of Los Angeles, under the pose was to stir up Interest in the
auspices of the 'Santa Fe Reading proposed government building and to
Room association. Miss Herndon will
devise some plan to increase tne govbe assisted in the interpretation of ernment
appropriation for the purthe analysis of the play by Miss
chase of land for the structure.
Edith Sucher, a pianist of rare acsue D. T.
complishments and marvelous
Hoskins, cashier of the San
cess. Miss Herndon is a , master
has placed nis
dramatist and has had a number of Miguel National bank,
with the Las Vegas Automoorder
various characters.
Miss
Sucher, bile
and Machine shop, local agent
pianoist and soloist, who will assist
her tonight, has a lyric soprano voice for the Overland Motor Car company,
of remarkable compass and is a bril- for a 35 horse power, five passenger
foredoor touring car. The car will be
liant pianist.
delivered in about two weeks, havbeen shipped from the factory
In contradiction to the report that ing
in Toledo. This is the second time
the barrel of his pump gun exploded
Mr. Hoskins has been bitten by the
during his exhibition shoot yesterday
auto
bug.
afternoon, Captain A. H. Hardy the
famous marksman and rifle
expert
For the instruction of Sunday
said last night that a piece of the
P. Ward,
breech block broke and flew out, hit- school teachers Rev. David
school
the
of
Sunday
ting him in the face. When the ac- superintendent
in
demonination
the
of
work
Baptist
cident occurred Captain Hardy was
New Mexico, will conduct an Instidoing his feat of throwing five targets in the air and hitting them with tute in the First Baptist church for
a pump gun. For this rapid fire work two days. The opening session will
SunHardy had removed the safety pin occur tonight at 8 o'clock. All
in
of
the
school
teachers
City,
day
and when the breech block broke, the
result of crystallization, there was no matter what denomination, are
afnothing to hold ft. The gun Hardy urged to be present. Tomorrow
was using is one that he has been ternoon at 3 o'clock Rev. Mr. Ward
shooting with for years. He said will hold a meeting for the Sunday
last night that he had had a similar school children. All children are inaccident once before but when the vited to be present.
breech lock flew from the gun it
A special ' meeting of the board of
missed him. The flying piece yesof the Las Vegas Commerdirectors
terday hit him over the eye making
a deep and painful but not serious cial club has been called for tonight
cut. Hardy, after having the wound at 8 o'clock. This meeting will be
held for the consideration af applidressed, continued his exhibition.
cations for the secretaryship of the
organization to fill the vacancy made
by the resignation of Dr. John D.
Hess, who will leave for Missouri the
middle of this month. It is understood that Lawrence D. Clark and
D. W. Lee, manager of the local office of the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph company, are
applicants for the position. Other applications have been received, but
Who first experiences the
the names of those desiring the office have not been disclosed.
fine quality of our laundry

disappointed. We do good work
first, last and all the time. Send

FOR THE BEST OF BAKERS

PICTURES

For Sale Residence at 1016 Fifth
street. Must he sold in the next 30
days, also piano. Dr. E. L. Hammond.

laundering from us as a matter
of course. And he is never

GO TO THE HOME OF QUALITY

AGAIN ALMOST DUE AND AT THAT

Golden Wedding Rye, aged

the wood.

to yon.

EXERCISES ARE

COMMENCEMENT

TIME YOUR BUY IS SURE TO NEED

For Sale Furniture and Majestic
Mrs. F. H. Pierce, Sixth
range.
street.

In

...riOTHER,.,

TITANIC

Ttr a antra of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar

Happy Man

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,
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AT

Boucher's

"The Store of Satisfaction"

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
AND
$3.90
CASH

RBOULAft RETAIL VAl.UK, 913.00
and oar
We purchased several carload of this beantlful dinner-wardesign
purchase enabled the manufacturer to Eire as an exclusive
Urge
so
and a very low price. :we are cnarging part 01 tne cose
' ask too to pay a percentage of the actnal cost of the
ani
expense."
cannot
and
be
"Cosmos"
aatlful
design
dupueatea in
is
sai. is for
n tl in any retail China store. It is guaranteed by both
quality
the ma
Send us Aye
bere
ouppn in every sack ofw LARABEE'8 Flour.
1U CUBIl, urIV.
""
. ,, coupons an
HUM IO- utnn tiw n
of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
to The
mlttahce
tV,.
V Chinaa i.Department
wrttA vnnr nsmn and address nlalnlv.
k t .. .
,nM tnFloor
are also good for Rogers' Silverwars
The couponfln LABABEE'S
and other valuable premiums. Ask for desortptlve circular.

EMPRESS,
-MILLED

ron
SALE
BY

you know, is

that

"Mighty-Goo-

d"

GERMAN-

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

